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INTRODUCTION 

Creating compelling learning exercises requires cautious assessment of the aiming learning approach. 
This assessment ought to centre on whether these exercises have met the required results of the learning 
and received suitable educationally sound approaches. It is imperative that innovation does not drive 
or contrarily impact the learning; or maybe it ought to bolster and improve the learning. Since mobile 
learning is still moderately modern, compared to other learning approaches, there’s still small empirical 
evidence of how portable innovation improves the learning process (Herrington & Herrington, 2007). 
Consequently, it is imperative that portable learning exercises be designed with cautious consideration 
of fitting learning hypothesis to assist guarantee that craved learning results are met.

Separate Instruction is able of conveying quality college instruction to geographically marginalised 
and scattered African understudies, be that as it may, this get to have to be contextualised within the 
continuous wrangle about around get to data and communication innovations (ICTs). The data systems 
does not see the same all over (Broadband Commission, 2013; ITU, 2017; Slope & William, 2018; Warf, 
2019), as get to ICTs is spread unevenly across different spaces, populaces and families (Graham et al., 
2014; Bornman, 2015; Pashapa & Rivett, 2017). Online learning remains one of the foremost capable 
enablers and quickening agents for figuring it out higher instruction studies, enhancing instructing by 
implies of inventive advances and pedagogies (Fernando, 2018). The improvement of education in 
Namibia is guided by four wide objectives, specifically; get to, value, quality and popular government 
(Government of the republic of Namibia, 2002). Considering through ORL remains one of the foremost 
helpful modes of study, promoting get to higher instruction in Namibia. This mode centres on opening 
get to instruction and training provision, liberating understudies from the limitations of time and put 
and managing them an opportunity to get to a form of instruction that’s adaptable for person understud-
ies. With the rise of the fourth mechanical revolution characterised by the digitalisation of combination 
innovation, open and remove learning has the potential to supply future generations with the suitable 
abilities and information through innovative headway (Valdes, Comendador, Sanz & Catan, 2018). 

To address the wants of the fourth mechanical transformation in instruction, higher learning teach 
ought to proceed to integrate inventive strategies to upgrade the instructing and learning prepares (Halili, 
2019). In arrange to do so, universities ought to be able to track the requests for aptitudes in industry and 
move quickly to guarantee that students complete their instruction prepared to include genuine esteem 
to the commerce world. The 21st century requires technological learning that incorporates computer-
ized literacy’s, collaboration, complex communication and frameworks considering aptitudes, among 
others. People looking for to encourage their instruction at college level have the choice to either enlist 
through the “traditional” face-to-face conveyance, online or blended modes of ponder (Gillett-Swan, 
2017). The expansion of online learning programs is changing the way teachers see and approach learning 
and educating around the world since of the expanded online instruction openings (Palvia et al., 2018). 
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Layton (2017) states that online learning is educational apparatuses that’s based and is open on the web 
anytime. This would allow a person to memorize from place and time of his or her comfort. E-learning 
is hence an opportunity to memorize without being limited by geographical or time imperatives and 
it has been detailed as moving forward the quality of learning, expanding engagement and upgrading 
students’ inspiration (Arasaratnam & Northcote, 2017).

BACKGROUND

As data and communication advances have kept progressing, online instruction has become more do-
able innovatively, financially, and operationally. Motivating forces for colleges to offer online programs 
incorporate monetary imperatives and rewards (e.g. decreased framework for classrooms, offices, caf-
eterias, dorms, and libraries), increment in non-traditional understudies that are working full time, and 
the advanced state of innovation making it simple to actualize. Dziuban, Picciano, Graham, and Moskal 
(2016) portray the advancement of online instruction in four stages utilizing fundamentally USA setting: 
1990s (Internet impelled separate instruction), 2000–2007 (expanding utilize of Learning Administration 
Frameworks – LMS), 2008–2012 (development of Gigantic Open Online Courses – MOOCs), and past 
with development of online higher instruction enrolments outpacing conventional higher instruction 
enrolments.

Truly, numerous educate of learning have paid critical consideration to Data and Communication 
Technologies (ICTs), as they are respected as persuasive apparatuses in expanding get to, overseeing 
information and increasing engagement (Gunga & Ricketts, 2007, Mohammadi, 2015). ICTs have long 
been celebrated for their transformative power on different aspects of life (Rambe and Bere, 2013), 
oftentimes with a degree of idealistic euphoria. 

Affordance, Learning Theory and Conceptual 
Framework of Remote Teaching and Learning

Portable innovation has given teachers and learners with other ways to structure and back their own 
learning. The refinement between eLearning and versatile learning can particularly rest with the vari-
ous affordances of versatile innovation. As Lai, Yang, Chen and Chan (2007, p.5) depict in their study, 
“mobile innovations ‘afford’ real-time data at whatever point and wherever learners require it”. In spe-
cific, the particular highlights which versatile innovation brings to the setting of instruction relates to 
how portable innovation is utilized or underpins learning or instructing. Parsons, Thomas and Wishart 
(2016) recognize five particular versatile affordances which separate eLearning from versatile learning, 
namely compactness, prove and information gathering, communication, interaction with the interface, 
and open air environment. These particular affordances each support and show the different ways that 
portable innovation can be utilized to improve and way better bolster learners. In specific, mobile 
technology empowers learners to move around and associated with their environment (movability and 
outdoor environment), capture their learning (prove and information gathering), and share and develop 
their understanding and learning with others (communication) by using the wealthy toolkit of the mo-
bile device (interaction with the interface). Due to these affordances, versatile learning is supported by 
various learning hypotheses which are strengthened by the capacity of versatile innovation to way better 
support the interaction, capturing, sharing and examination of learning. 
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